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IMPERFECT COMPETITION AND TRADE REFORMS 

IN AUSTRALIA AND JAPAN: IMPLICATIONS FOR AGRICULTURe· 

Rod Tyers Peter Gibbard 

Australian National University New College, Oxford 

ABSTRACT 

Recent research In trade policy analysts suggests that estimates of the effects of reform are 
sensitive to Industry structure and conduct While most of this work confirms that protection In 
imperfectly competitive industries causes inefficient entry, partlculariy In capital-Intensive sectors with 
product differentIation, there Is disagreement over whether output or employment In the protected 
sector actually expands as a consequenC9. In Australia, since much of agriculture Is neither capital 
Intensive nor characterised by substantial product differentiation, these results are important In 
determining whether protected manufacturing would contract and hence unprotected agriculture 
would exr , ... ~ with reform. In Japan. Australia's most Important trading partner. agriculture is also 
protected ar complicating the question of Its expansion or contractIon following reform. This 
paper '·''If .0. ~ a computable general equilibrium model with imperfectly competitive production 
behaVIour to ob!aln preliminary estimates of the effects of broad-based trade reform in both 
countries. 

Paper for presentatfon at the 36th Annual ~onference of the Australian Agricultural Economics 
Society. Australian National University, Canberra. February 10-12 1992. 



IMPERFECT COMPETITION AND TRACE REFORMS 

IN AUSTRALIA AND JAPAN: IMPUCATIONS FOR AGRICULTURE· 

Since the work of Harrfs (1984). there has been a proliferation of research on the 

implications of trade reform in the presence of imperfect competitfon 1. The results are found to be . 
particularly sensitive to the extent of unrealized scale economies and to the assumed behaviour of 

the Imperfectly competitive firms (Hazeldine 1990), This paper grows out of a broader project in 

which alternative speCifications are under Investigation In the context of four economies In the 

Western Paciffc RegIon (Tyers et aI. 1992). Specifically, It addresses two elements of the 

controversy. 

First. while Harrfs found the national Income gaIns from trade reform to be greatly enhanced 

by consideratfon of imperfectly competitive behaviour. the use of not..cffssfmilar models by others has 

yielded results which differ little from those obtained usIng the more conventional competitive 

paradigm. The work of Horrldge (1981) on the Australian economy. for example, yfelds the latter 

conclusion. The results obtained here confirm the conclusions of Harrldge. albeit for an Incomplete 

range of alternative specifications. 

Second. the ·pro-competitlve effecr of trade reform on Imperfectly competitive sectors is 

found by Oevarajan and Rodrik (1989a) to be large enough to cause the expansion of such sectors 

once assistance to them has been removed. This result suggests that the "tariff compensation· 

debate In Australia rNarr 1918. 1919) may t ave been III-Informed and that Australian agriculture 

could shrink following the removal of assistance to manufacturing. A recent reexaminatIon of the 

Issue by He.rtel (1991a&b). however. concludes that this outcome stems from the adoptIon of 

improbable parameter estfmates. Our results support the Hertel conclusfon. confirming the earlier 

presumption that agriculture would gain from trade reform In the Australian context. This Is despite 

substantial differences between Hertel's specification and ours. 

In our model. home products in each sector are homogeneous and differentiated from 

foreign products by Armington subaggregatlon. The pricing behaviour of oUgopoilstfc firms Is based 

on calibrated conjectural variations and Is more collusive than the Coumot or Bertrand behaviour 

assumed by Hertel and others. Also unlike the Hertel modeJ. Intermediate demand (s represented. 

imperfectly competitive sectors export and there are mulUple. tnrJudtng sector-specific, primary 

factors. 

Our application to Japan examines the more complex case In which the agricultural sector, 

while it is competitive In structure, Is the most protected of aU sectors. There Is the potential for a 

pro-competitive effect In manufacturing to exacerbate any post-reform decline In Japan's agricultural 

sector. Work which ignores this possibility has suggested, for example, that post-Uruguay Round 

reforms need not cause any such shrinkage in the sector as a whote (merely slower growth) while at 

the same time yielding substantial efficiency gains In the Japanese economy (Anderson and Tyers 
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1992). The results presented here show pro-competitiveness effects from trade reform to be smaIl 

and he"cethere Is some comparative static shrinkage of value added In agriculture. But. where 

more competitive behaviour is enforced In manufacturing. input prices fall. lI~adlng to expanded 

agricultural production even following trade reform. 

In Part I. to follow. the analytics of the model are described. Part II then outlines the 

respective structures do the Australian and Japanese economies In the context of the model. Part III 

presents key results. 

I The Model 

In order to hlghUght the role of Imperfect competition In the analysis of trade policy. yet keep 

the model manageable, Its structure has been made simpler than many modem computable general 

equmbrium models. 2 InstitutIons, fneludlng government. are represented by a single consuming 

household with CoblrDouglas preferences among types of goods and CES subaggregatlon of home 

goods with imports. 

Firms in aU 12 sectors are oUgopoJlstlc in their product pricing behaviour, each holdIng 

calibrated conjectural variations. Each also bears fixed capital and skilled labour costs, enabling the 

representation of unrealised economIes of scale. dut home products in each sector are 

homogeneous and output [s Cobb·Douglas In variable factors and Intermediate inputs. The latter are 

Cobb·Douglas aggregates of home and imported products.3 The existence of ollgopdy power In 

product markets notwithstanding, firms are price takers In the markets for both primary factors and 

Intermediate inputs. 

The fIVe primary factors are capital, skilled labour. unskUled labour, arable fand and 

mineral/energy resources. Assumptions about their mobility are summarized In Table 1. In the 

length of run assumed, capltalls homogeneous and fully mobUe Internationally whUe the domestic 

endowments of the other factors are fixed. land and mineral resources are seclor .. specific tn all 

lengths of run. Domestfcally-owned capital Is fixed in quantity. so that changes In the domestic 

capital stock affect the level !If income repatriated abroad and hence they have implications for the 

balance of payments. But. depending on the closure chosen, firms need not eam market returns on 

capital in this model. If. for example, the entry and exit of firms are prohlblted (or even If they are 

costly) then economic profits or losses occur. 

The economy modelled Is -almost small- following Harris {1984}. It has no powe:- ~;;" 

influence the border prices of Its Imports but its exports are differentiated from competing products 

abroad and hence face finlte-elastlc demand. An exchange rate Is defined and its value set to 

balance intsmatfonal payments. The numeralrs used Is a consumer price Index, the quantities in 

which are drawn from the reference database (social accounting matn C. or SAM). This database is 

presented tn full by Tyers et aI. (1992). 

The model Is solved using two Walrasian tatonement algorithms. If firm entry and exit are 
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Table 1 Primary factors and their mobUfty 

Skilled labour" 

Unskilled labour 

Agricultural land 

Mineral/energy resources 

intersectoraf, International 

Intersectoral 

intersectoral 

sector specific 

sector specific 

a Firms have fixed capital and skUled labour costs but thesa factom ara acquired at the same rates 
from the pool of mobns capital and skilled labour. 



prohibited. corresponding to the Wshort runw closure of Harris (1984), the exchange rate and the 

prices of the four factors which are not Internationally mobUe arasdJusted to remove any payments 

Imbalance and to achIeve the appropriate degree of factor market clearance. If firm entry and exit 

are permitted. this solution Is embedded in a second tatonement process which adjusts the numbers 

of firms In each sector untD incentives !C~ entry and exit no longer exist. 

The approach used to solve the model Is illustrated schematically In Figure 1. First. anv 

counterfactual variations In parameters are made. These mtght include changes In trade distortions. 

in the external cost of capital. In technology. as reflected In the parameters of the production 

functions. or In Industry structure, as Indicated by the fixed factor requIrements of firms and their 

conjectura! variations. 

Then Initial values are set for the numbers of firms In each Industry, reference values for 

which are derived In Tyers et aI. (1992). A wno entry" solution, In which the numbers of firms is herd 

constant, is then derived. this solution iterates on the vector [e.w]. comprising the exchange rate. e 

(expressed as foreign currency units per unit of local currency) and a ,,~or of non-capital factor 

rewards. w. In the reference equilibrium, all elements of this vector are unity, and the search for 

counterfactual equilibria generally begins with these values. 

Next, product prices and the quantities producoo. consumed and traded are calculated, from 

which are derived any foreIgn payments imbalance or any non-capital factor market excess demands 

or supplies. Depending on the closure chosen. acceptably small values may be required for these 

disequIlibria. To achieve these targ.gts. the exchange rate and the factor rewards are adjusted and 

the no-entry solution recomputed. If firm entry and exit are permitted, the no-entry solution Is tested 

for economic profits or losses in each Industry. If these exceed an acceptable tolerance level, the 

vector of firm numbers in each sootor, n. Is adjustGd and a new no--entry solution is sought This 

process is repeated untU convergence Is achIeved and no further Incentive remains for firm entry or 

exit, usually within 15 iterations. 

The derivation of parameters In the model Is detailed In Tyers et aI. (1992. Appendix 2). 

Here we focus on the analytIcal structure of the model and its solution. 

The no-entry solution for given [e,w]: 

In this solution n - [nl, 1=1,N sectors] is taken as constant The price of capital. r, Is also 

exogenous, since capital Is homogeneous and Internationally mobile. The Initial vector of non*Capltal 

factor rewards is w = [Wk' k= 1,K non-capital factors]. The steps ara as follows: 

1. Demand elasticities facing domestic industries, f 

These must be calculated first, since oligopoly pricing behaviour depends on them. They 

depend on many other variables In the model, however. so It Js best that theIr formulation be 

described once the core equatIons of the model have been presented. For the present, we take 
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these as given. 

2. Mark-ups over margInal (unltvarfable) cost 

We assume .constant marginal cost olfgopoUstlc firms In homogeneous product markets. 

The profit-maximising mark-up [s derived by seWng marginal revenue equal to unit valrable (or 

marginal) cost, v. The resuft is 

(1) PI 1 m.- -. v, 
1 +~ 

Vi 

n,£. 

Where 
00, 

11, --aq. 

and Q i and ClJ are Industry and firm output In sector if respectively. 

Note that P, = 0.1.n, Implies, respqctJvely. perfect competlton, Coumot oligopoly or a 

colluding cartel. 

3. Domestic prices of Imported goods 

(2) 
• PJ(1 +tJ P,--a 

VI 

Where P, is the (fbced) foreign currency price of Imports, and 

t, [s the equivalent ad valorem tariff rate. 

4. Domestic prices of home products 

ProductIon Is Cobb-Douglas in variable factors and Inputs, with output elasticities a, for 

capital. PkJ for factors k and 1ji for Inputs J. The subaggregatlon of Imported and domestic Inputs Is 

also Cobb-Douglas, thus asnumtng unit elasticities of substitution, with expenditure shal'es on home 

Inputs 1'jl" 

First, unit variable costs are calculated as: 

(3) VI 

Where the scale coefficient, bat Is calibrated from the SAM. as are all the exponents In the equation. 

Then, domestic prices follow as: 
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(4) VI 

Together. these yield: 

VI 

This is a set of N linear simultaneous equations in p, which Is readUy solved by matrix 

inversion. 

5. Unit factor and input demands 

These follow from cost minimization by firms whose production is Cobb-Oouglas in variable 

factors and Inputs. Although thase firms are oIlgopolfstJc In product markets. they are price takers tn 

both factor. and Input markets. 

The unit factor demands for capital and other factors, respectively, are: 

(6) VI 

(7) \f k,1 

The unit input demands are Just LeontJef fnput-output coefflcfents. except that thefr values 

depend on product and Input prices. For homa-produced and imported Inputs. res~eJy, they 

are: 

(8) 

(9) A; • Yp(1-tP)V, 

Pt 

V 1,1 

\f i.J 

6. Prices of home product exports In foreign markets: 

These depend on the domestic price. Pi, the ad valorem export subsidy rate (with border 

price as denominator). S. and the ad valorem equivalent import tariff rate In foreIgn markets, ~-. 
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(10) 
• p,e(1.,,·) 

P, • (1 +sJ VI 

7. Exports: 

Foreigners subaggregate home exports and foreign products with elasticity of substitution 

0'1 *, Their demand for product group I has elasticity OJ. 

(11) VI 

Where 

(
OJ - 0.) 

PI • 
1 - oj 

and where 81 Is the calibrated reference share of the home export In total consumption. Note that, 

when exports are small compared with foreign markets (s, Is small). foreign demand for home 

product I. has approxImate elasticlty -ct. irrespective of foreigners' elasticity of demand for that 

product group. EI Is also a calibrated constant. 

Thus far. we have been able to solve directly for domestic and Imported product prices, the 

volume of exports and unit factor demands, Despite the slmpllfyJng dependence of this solution on 

an exchange rate and factor prices which are (at this stage) exogenous, solving for the other key 

variables which characterise the equilibrium Involves unavoidable simultaneity. The additional 

relationships on which the simultaneous solution is based are those which follow. 

8. Final demand: 

Home consumers ar~ assumed to subaggregate home goods and Imports with elasticity of 

substitutIon 0',. They have Cobb-Oouglas utUity and hence expenditure shares across product 

groups are constant. Final demand for home goods Is therefore: 

(12) VI 

Where tit Is the calibrated reference expenditure share of product group I, 6, Is the corresponding 

share of home goods in flnal demand for group i and Y is aggregate income (GNP). 

SimHariy. final demand for Imports Is 
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(13) VI 

Note that; if imports dominate final demand (6J approaches zero). the price elasticity of final demaocf 

for home goods Is approximately -D,. If. on the other hand. home goods dominate the domestic 

market. the elasticity Is approximately -1. 

9. Demand for inputs: 

ThIs Is derived from the Input-output.coefflclents and gross Industry output Q. For home 

inputs of type J it is 

(14) Vj 

For the corresponding Imported Inputs it Is 

(15) Vj 

10. Total imports: 

This Is simply the sum of final demand with intermediate demand for imported goods. 

(16) M,. M,D + It VI 

11. Gross industry output: 

In matrix form. where Q= [~J. this Is 

(17) Q • (I - A)-'[D +1 + Xl 

Where A Is the matrix of home input output coefficients and 0. I and X are vectors of final and 

intermediate demand for home goods and exports. 

12. Economic profits or losses: 

This Is revenue derived from markups over unit variable costs, less total fixed costs. For 

sector i it Is 

(18) 1f, • (PI - v~Q. - n,(rt. K + w,f.1 VI 

Where nj Is the number of firms. fi K Is the fixed capital requirement per firm and ',LiS the fIXed skilled 
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labour requirement per firm in sector I. 

13. National income (GNP): 

This is the sum of payments to domestically owned factors, the home share of any profits or 

losses made, net Income from tariffs and export subsidies and the net tnHow of unrequited transfers, 

including financial ald. 

(19) K (K ) N N N ~ 8) B Y == rKo + E wJ.t + . -E. E "'I + E ~"M, -E p --L +-
k Kr I I J 1+8, e 

Where B Is the (constant) nat inflow of aid and other unrequited transfers. measured in foreign 

currency. Ko Is that part of the capital stock which Is domestlcaJly owned. It Is also held constant 

14. Total factor demands: 

In the case of capital. which Is InfinJtely etastfc in supply at fixed rata r, the capital stock. Kr, 
is the value of capital demanded. 

The demand for skilled labour Is 

(21) 

and that for the other factors Is 

(22) 
N 

Lac = E uld'o, 
I 

15. Calculating Imbal&nces: 

Once the above equations have been used to solve recursively for p ft, p, p., and X. and 

sImultaneously for 0, I, M. Q, Jr, V, KT• and L, any imbalances in foreign payments and domestic 

factor markets can be calculntad. 

Inflows and OutfiO'NS on the balance of payments are calculated In domestfc currency. 

Inflows combine export earnings with net transfers (the latter being constant In foreign currency). 

(23) 
N 

Inflows III ! + E p,x, 
e I 
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Outflows are repatriated earnings on foreign owned capital, the pre-duty cost of imports and 

the cost of export subsidies. 

(24) 

(25) 

Ko N 
Outflows c r(KT - Kol + (1 - -)E f. 

Krl 

The external imbalance Is then 

11 • Inflows - 1 
• outflows 

The corresponding factor market ImbaJances follow directly from equations (21) and (22), 

above. They are 

(26) Vk 

Where 4 Is the full domestic endowment of factor k. 

These imbaJances enter the algorithm by which the exchange rate and factor prices are 

adjusted In search of the ncrentry general equilibrium. 

16. The solution algorithm 

The objective Is to calculate the vector [e.w). which we shall call w. yielding a vector of 

imbalances A= [6 •• 6Lj which is suitably close to O. A variant of Newton's Method Is used. extensive 

use ,Is made of the above no-entry solution for given w. At the outset, a matrix of derivatives Is 

calculated by imposIng small shocks on wand calculating the associated changes in 1.&. This matrix, 

H has the follOWing elementS: 

(27) VIJ 

Where the superscript 0 Indicates reference values and superscript 1 Indicates those forrowing s 

$~l shock to w. 

In any iteration m, 
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But the objective is to choose the new values of (J, 111m, so that 6m=O. Imposing this yield" 

Thus, the solution Is derived by successJve application of (29) untO A Is within a suitable 

to!erance of O. 

The solution with firm el'Jairy and exit 

Where firm entry and exit are allowed. a common dosure requires that this take place to 

exhaust all economic profits. The objective Is then to calculate the vector n which yields ,,(n) =0. 

The Imbalance used In thIs case Js the excess rate of return on capital. 

(30) VI 

where I<i Is the total demand for capital in sector I. 

(31) vi 

The algorithm used Is very similar to that used In the no-entry solution to solve .for III. A 

matrix of derivatives Is approximated by first disturbing elements of the vector n slightly ar.d using 

the complete ncrentry solution to calculate the resulting changes in 1f. and hence In An. An 

adjustment rule identical to equation (29) Is then applied at each Iteration, unt1J An Is wlth~n a suitable 

tolerance of O. 

The elasticity of demand facIng domestic Industries 

The sources of dem8nct for home products are final demand. intermediate demand a~' 

export demand. For sector I, the elasticity sought is a composite of the elasticities of all three 

sources of demand. 

(32) VI 

Where s here designates the volume share of the home product in each source of demand. 

Beginning wit., fmal demand. differentiatIng (12) yields 
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(33) VI 

Where the share In parentheses Is that of home goods In final demand for product group I. Its value 

In the reference SAM Is 61, 

Turning then to export demand, differentiating (11) yields 

(34) VI 

Note that. where 9, Is small, the approximate value of this elasticity Is 00(11-' 

Finally. turning to Intermediate demand, we follow Harris (1984) In approximating this 

component elasticity on the assumption that gross sectoral output, Qj• is unaffected by the price of 

any individual input. 1.4 From (14) 

(35) VI 

Then. expanding AI} using (8) and (3). 

at N I 
_I = E ..If_;,r, - 1) 
ap, J ,I, (36) Vi 

The elasticity follows as 

(37) VI 

Where ~Il Is the share of Industry J In the toZaJ IntermedIate demand for (nput I. 
~ 

These component elasticities are assembled using (32). tn the solution to the model this Is 

done In such a way as to ensure that all the shares. st, Sil, SiX and s.,jl are up-dated at each iteration. 

II The Stylized Australian and Japanese Economies 

80th economies are represented by social accounting matrices divided Into the same 12 

sectors and 5 primary factors. Apart from the domInance of services, whtch supply twcrthlrds of the 

value added in both economtes5• the manufacturing sector contributes 90 per cel1t In Japan. 

Whereas in Australia. where mtningand agriculture remain Important industries. manufacturing 

contributes just 60 per cent. The products of mining and agriculture dominate AustraUa's exports, 

whUe those of manufacturing dominate the exports of Japan. ThIs contrast Is demonstrated by their 
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respective shares of world trade, Usted In Table 2. Japan's dominance of world markets is the 

greater of the two, however. particularly in the markets for transport equipment (principally vehicles). 

Both economies protect Industries which are primarily import-competIng and hence the contrast 

extends to the pattem of protection In each (also listed in Table 2). Australia protects its 

manufacturing industries while Japan protects Its agriculture and processed food sectors. 

In the model each sector comprises a number of !dentlcal oIlgopolistlc firms bearing 

recurrent fixed costs. Minimum efficient scale (MES) for each Is defined (following Harris) as the 

level of output at which average cost exce9ds marginal cost by one per cent. The magnitude of 

recurrent fIXed costs then depends on the MES and the slope of the average cost curva. Our 

estimates of these parameters also follow the approach adopted by Harris (see Tyers et al. 1992), 

These estimates are summarized In Table 3. The Integration of Japan's manufacturing sector into 

export markets ensures that most potential for scale economies (s exhausted. except in the food 

processing Industry. In Australia, by contrast. substantlaJ unrealIzed scale economies appear to exist 

in most manufacturing sub-sectors. Accordingly, fixed factor costs make up a higher proportion of 

total factor costs In Australia than In Japan. 

The corresponding parameters and variables governIng firm conduct and performance are 

summarized In Table 4. Here the most sensitive parameters are the elasticities of substitution 

between home and Imported goods In each sector. o. For Australia and Japan the values we have 

chosen for these are based on estimates derived by others (see Tyers et aI. 1992 and the survey 

reported in Industry Commission 1991).6 As equations (32) to (37) confirm. these have the strongest 

influence over the elasticities of demand facing firms, t. The latter are smaller in magnitude by virtue 

of the approximately unit-elastic intermediate component of the demand facing firms. 

The key parameter dete.rmlnlng the oUgopoly mark-up over marginal cost, from equation (1), 

is the ratio of conjectural variations, I' and the number of firms, n. Since mark-ups are available from 

the reference SAM and t is calculated separately, I'ln. Is readily calibrated. For competitive firms 

this ratio Is zero, for a non-cooperatlve (Coumot) Oligopoly It Is 1 In and. for perfect collusion (a 

cartel) it Is unity (100 per ce~t). The results suggest the pricing of manufactures Is collusive In both 

economies. though to an extent well short of cartel behaviour. Nevertheless, mark-ups and 

economic profit rates are substantial? 

III The Results 

Seven equilibria are calculated for each country. The first two are the reference and 

counterfactual (trade reform) equilibria In the perfect competition case. For these the reference SAM 

is modified so that economic profits are combined with payments t .. capital and the estimates of the 

capital stock In each sector are adjusted so that the payments reflect (constant) market returns. 

Fixed costs are then set to zero for firms in all sectors. This. combined with the modifications to the 

SAM, ensure that firms behave perfectly competitively In both equilibria. 
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Table 2 Trade policy and International market power In the Australia and Japan models 

Sector Nominal rate Share of exports 
of protectiona• % In worfd trade, % 

Australia Japan Australia Japan 

---
Agriculture 7 70 4 

Mining 0 0 8 

Services 0 0 6 35 

Processed food 8 55 3 1 

Textnes 33 11 3 

Wood & paper prod. 13 3 2 

Chemicals 10 6 6 

Petrochem. & coal 0 4 1 2 

Minerai products 9 3 2 14 

Transport equip. 23 2 1 81 

Machinery 16 4 16 

Mfs~. manuf. 19 5 7 

a These rates are maintained by the ad valorem equivalents of both Import tariffs and expOI! 
subsidies. applying sImultaneously to each sector. 

Source: Tyers et aI. (1992) 



Tabla 3 Industry structure variables In the reference equUlbria of the AustralIa and Japan models 

Sector UnrealIzed Payments to fixed factors 
scale as % of total paym6nts 

economies, a to: 
M§!n 

Q capital labour 

Aust. Japan Aust. Japan AusL Japan 

--- ---- ----
Agriculture 1.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 

Mining 1.0 1.0 0 a 0 a 

Services 1.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 

Processed food 3.0 2.0 55 72 9 12 

Textiles 1.5 1.2 31 22 4 4 

Wood & paper prod. 5.0 1.1 82 28 14 5 

Chemicals 1.7 1.0 34 20 6 3 

Petrochem. & coal 1.0 1.0 20 27 3 5 

Mineral products 4.0 1.0 55 27 9 5 

Transport equIp. 5.0 1.0 87 28 15 5 

MachInery 3.2 1.0 32 15 5 2 

Misc. manuf. 5.0 1.0 61 17 10 3 

a MInimum efficient scale (MES) divided by average firm output 

Source: Tyers et aI. (1992) 



TABLE 4 Conduct Variables in the Reference EquiJibriuma 

Sector Elasticity of 8asticity of demand Index of non-competitive Mark·up Economic profit! 

substitution in facing firms (I pricingb !!.. % (",.1). % 
1(1 

loss rate I<t' % n. 
consumption 0i 

&mt slm2im AY§l~ ~~ &W Jmm 

Agriculture 2.8 -2.7 -1.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mining 2.8 -3.3 -2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Services 1.9 -1.8 -1.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Food processing 2.2 -2.4 -2.0 24 27 11 16 12 33 

Textiles 3.0 -2.6 -2.3 19 12 8 6 37 8 

Wood & paper 2.3 - 2.1 -1.9 36 15 21 9 14 9 

Chernlcals 1.9 -1.8 -2.0 21 27 13 16 21 20 

Petroleum & Coal 2.8 ·2.1 - 2.1 22 35 12 21 23 30 

Minerai products 2.8 ·2.4 -2.2 24 24 11 13 4 16 

Transport equipment 5.2 -3.2 -3.0 22 27 7 10 -5 16 

Machinery 2.8 - 2.7 -2.6 18 37 7 16 6 23 

Misc. manufacturers 2.8 -2.2 -2.0 26 28 14 16 10 24 

a Except for the eluiicltlaa of subitltutlon in consumption, all these variable. co'1ango in counterfacturaJ experiments. 

b VallJes range from zero, where prices are equated with marginal costs, to 100%. where firma price as In a cartel. 

Source: Tyers et aI. (1992) 
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Next, Imperfect competition Is restored and a new reference equUlbrium calculated. A no

entry trade reform solution follows. Before solving for the case with free entry and exit, however, a 

further reference equilibrium is raquired. This Is because the orJgtnalone has economic profits and 

Josses in most manufacturing sectors and hence It Is not a complete entry eqUilibrium. The 

reference equilibrium with entry is then compared with the counterfactual trade reform case In which 

entry and exit are free. 

Finally, two additional trade reform equilibria are calculated. In these It .fa assumed that trade 

reform Is accompanied by a diminutIon of firms' perceived capacity to collude. That Is, In each 

manufacturing Industry the parameter II Is reduced to its non-cooperative (Cournot) value, unity. 

One possible Justification for this, particularly In the Australian case, Is that trade reform is part of a 

wider package of microeconomtc reforms which includes more energetic surveUlance of trade 

practIces and pricing behaviour.8 The first of these prohibits entry and exit. and Is compared with 

the original reference equiJibrJum with Imperfect competition. The second permits free entry and exit 

and Is compared with the corresponding free-entry reference equUlbrium. 

The effects of trade reform on the broad pattern of output In each economy are Indicated In 

table 5. For both countries the pattern which emerges Is very slmUar whether or not imperfectly 

competitive behaviour Is accounted for, so long as firms' propensitIes to collude are left unchanged. 

Trade reform, by Itself, does not alter the perceived elasticfes of demand facing domestic firms, E, 

sufficiently to cause large changes in their mark-ups. As In the perfectly competitive case, these 

therefore remain roughly constant and the only substantial difference between the counterfactual 

equilibria Is in the distribution of payments to capital between pure profits and market retums. thIs 

is consistent with the positions of Horridge and Hazeldine. which explain therarge differences 

obtained by Harris as due to his peculiar assumption about oUgopoly pricing behaviour. In his 

model prices are set as a simple average of those which woutd stem from our equation (1) and 

import parity prices (in our nomenclature, p*). Since the latter are directly sensitive to changes in 

trade policy. trade reform reduces mark-ups more substantially than It does In our model. 

In the case of Australla. ail trade reform equilibria show the expected declines in 

manufacturing value added. The main beneficiary Is the mining sector. It booms (n all cases and, 

unless firms are otherwise forced to behave more competitively, real value added In agrIculture does 

not grow. In the context of this model, there are two reasons why trade reform should favour mining 

over agriculture. First, agriculture presently receives some assistance (Table 2), whIch would 

disappear under such reform. This assistance enhances current exports. The post-reform real 

devaluation does little more than offset the loss of this assistance to agriculture. And second, per 

unit of output. the agrIcultural sector Is more heavily dependent on chemical and fuel Inputs, the real 

domestic prices of which 'rise after reform. 

In Japan. again the conventional pattern emerges. The removal of (mainly agricultural) 

protection causes a substantial decline In agricultural value added and a corresponding expansion In 
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Table 5 Effects of trade reform on output and sectoral structure (pet cent change) 

Output Value added tn: 

GOP GNP Agrfc. Mining Servo Mfg. 

Australia 

Perfect 
competition -1.2 .2 -,3 9.2 .8 -3.1 

Imperfect 
competition 
No entry 

'" const. -1.2 .2 9.2 .8 -3.0 

IJ. -> 1 -.6 1.2 6.0 11.2 3.1 -12.5 

Free entry 
IJ. const. -1.1 .2 -.5 8.7 1.3 -3.0 

IJ. -> 1 .2 2.1 3.1 10.3 3.3 -7.9 

Japan 

Perfect 
competition -.4 .1 -5.7 1.4 .6 1.2 

Imperfect 
competition 
No entry 

'" const -.1 .4 -5.4 1.4 .8 1.4 

IJ. -> 1 .6 1.0 8.8 41.0 7.1 -13.5 

Free entry 
'" const. -,3 .03 -5.5 1.7 .7 2.0 

IJ..> 1 1.9 3.3 3.2 13.4 5.3 4.0 

Source: Solutions of the model discussed in the text. 



the other sectors. Since the pro-competitJve effect of reform In manufacturing Qncreased £) is very 

small. the effects of the reform on manufacturing Industry structure 8I'e slight and hence little 

additional Insight Is gained from extending the analysts to Include oUgopolistlo behaviour. 

For both countries, the counterfactual equUibria are only slightly different when free entry and 

exit are allowed~ To se~ why this is so it .Is useful to oonslder the case of the textile and garment 

industry in Australia. Trade reform substantiatly reduces the home prices of this industry's Imported 

competition. When entry and exit are prohibited. mark-ups fall very little (by less than.a per cent of 

the product price) but cheaper Imported Inputs reduce variable costs. Consumers substitute away 

from the home pr.oduct so that volume Is reduced and average fixed costs ri$e. The net ·effect [s a 

decline In the real product price of less thanflve per cent (compared with the faU In the home price 

of Imports of 19 per cent). The rate of retum on capitalln the Industry falls below the market rate by 

flVe per cent. 

When entry and exit are free the economic losses drive domestlo firms from the market, 

reduc[ng thelr number (and hence fixed capital in the industry) by seven per cent But. since 

perceived eJasticttles of demand change little, the decline In the number of firms raises optimal mark· 

ups (equation 1). The net effect of reduced average costs and hlgher mark-ups retumsthe industry 

to market rates of retum on capitaJ. albeit at a lower volume of output The chango In the Industry's 

real product price is now -4.5 per cent, very similar to that which occurs In the perfect competition 

version of the model (-4.1 per cent). 

The distributional consequences of the trade reform are summarized In Tabla 6. In Australia. 

the major beneficiaries are the reCipients of minerai resource rents. 9 No primary factors lose in real 

terms and full employment is retained. The net effect of cheaper imports and a real devaluation Is a 

decline in the CPI of about three par cent, however. suggesting that nominal wages would need to 

decline to achieve this equilibrium. 10 

In Japan the major losers are farm land owners. All other factors gain. This is consistent 

with the resu'ts obtaIned from more conventional models. The corresponding effect of trade reform 

on Japan's imports Is summ~rfzed in Table 7. Most promInently, agricultural Imports expand by 

about 70 per cent. After reform, fmports provide about a third of final demand for agrfcuJturai 

products and 40 per cent of Intermediate demand, compared with 15 and 30 percent beforehand. 

Minerai imports decline slightly. since the small real devaluation which follows the reform raises 

Import costS.11 

When firms behave more competitively: 

Here we tum to the case in which the trade reform is part of a broader program of 

mtcroeconomlc reform. including more active surveUiance of trade practices and pricing behaviour. 

In theory. at reast. it Is then possible to substantially reduce oligopoly rents, improving overall 

efficiency and benefiting factors other than capital. To examine this option. we have combined trade 
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Table 6 Effects of trada reform en real factor rewards (per cent) 

Change in Change in unit rewarcfsto 
total pts. 
(average Skilled UnskUled Agnc. Minerai 
rate of labour labour land resres. 
return) 

Australia 

Perfect 
competition .7 1.0 -.2 9.0 

Imperfect 
competition 
No entry 

I' const .6 1.0 9.0 

1'''> 1 -6.0 4.6 5.0 5.8 10.7 
~: 

Free entry 
I' const. .9 .7 9.7 

I' -> 1 - .3 1.7 4.0 3.3 10.5 

Japan 

Perfect 
competition .6 .7 .6 -5.6 .9 

Imperfect 
competition 
No entry 

I' const .6 1.0 .8 -5.3 1.1 

I' -> 1 .. 23.1 14.6 15.5 8.9 40.6 

Free entry 
p const .8 .9 .6 -5.3 1.1 

p"> 1 -1.6 2.3 7.3 3.1 12.9 

Source: Solutions of the model discussed In the text. 



Tabla 7 Effects of trade reform on Japan's Imports' (per cent) 

Perfect 
competition 

Imperfect 
competitron 
No entry 

It canst 

It -> 1 

Free entry 
It const 

St -> 1 

Agriculture Mlneral~ Total imQQ!l§ 

70 ·8 9 

71 -7 9 

135 42 37 

69 -8 10 

103 10 21 

a Proportional changes In the value of imports measured in International currency. 

Source: Solutions of the model discussed In the text. 
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reform with reductions In Il to unity. corresponding with nono.eollusive oligopoly behaviour. 

The results are quite striking. but they need to be viewed with some caution. The changes 

In oligopoly mark-ups which result depend mainly on changes In the ratio IJ/n. which Is calibrated 

from the reference SAM (Table 4). Reducing IJ to unity causes a larger proportional reduction in this 

ratio (and hence a larger reduction in mark-ups) the larger is the reference value of n, the number of 

firms. Unlike the model's characterisatIon. all firms in each sector are not identical. We have derived 

n from Industrial data by selecting the numbor of large firms which we judge to be capable of 

Influencing the product prlce.12 Of course. n Is a variable In the free entry lexlt equUibr.ium. 

Reduced mark-upe bring economic losses and firms exit from manufacturing Industries (yielding 

smaller n). But the extent of this change depends on the cost structure. In particular the level of 

recurrent fIXed C·1)sts per firm. 

Reduced mark-ups. combined with trade reform, yield an average rate of retum on capital in 

manufacturing 4 per cent below the market rate (of 13 per cent) in Australia and 3 per cent below 

the market rate (6 per cent) in Japan. In individual subsectors negative returns are rare, however, 

occurring only in Australia's transport equipment Industry and Japan's food proceSSing Industry. 

Even when these losses are carried (In the no-entry equUibria), substantial gains accrue to the 

economy as a whole lT2.ble 5). 

In both economies. lower prices of manufactures reduce input costs In other sectors and 

those sectors expand at the expense of manufacturing. The agricultural and mining sectors are 

particular beneficiaries. Even tn Japan. where trade reform alone would reduce agricultural value 

added. the combined reform would substantially expand it. Correspondingly. aU factors other than 

capital derive consIderable benefit, as the former oligopoly rents are redistributed and each 

economy's overall capital stock falls (Table 6). When entry and exit are prohibited. however. the 

decline in input costs Is partially offset in manufacturing by higher average fIXed costs. since output 

volume shrinks. This effect Is summarized in Table 8. 

When free entry and exit are permitted. exit from the manUfacturing sectors of both 

economies is substantial. R~al value added per firm in manufacturing doubles In Australia and 

increases fivg·fold In Japan. This reduces a~erage fixed costs in manufacturing, thus abating the 

reallocation of mobile factors whIch had been prominent in the no..entry case for both countries. 

Agriculture and mining still expand substantially Crable 5) and non-capital factors are stili net 

beneficiaries (Table 6). 

A final poInt of interest concerns Japan's imports. Even though agriculture expands in 

Japan following the combIned reform, the Increase in aggregate demand for agricultural products is 

such that Imports more than double. 
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TableS 

No entry 
p constant 

p.> 1 

Free entry 
p constant 

p -> 1 

Effects of trade reform on average real value added per firm In manufacturing 
(per cent) 

Austra!w 

-3 1.4 

·12 ·14 

-.5 1.7 

97 554 

Source: Solutions of the model discussed in the teAt. 
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IV Conclusion 

In the analysis of broad-based trade reforms in both Australia and Japan, we find that the 

representation of manufacturing firms as ollgopollstlc with unrealized scale economies does not lead 

to substantial departures from the results obtained using a more conventional approach. Our 

assumption that products are homogeneous within industries is a limitation. however. In models with 

differentiated products. trade reform changes product variety, thereby affecting welfare in a way not 

captured In our analysis (Hertel 1991 a). 

The inclusIon of oligopoly behaviour does enrich the model's lIsefulness In the analysis of 

wider mlcroeconomlc reforms, however. Results from an experiment In which trade reform ie 

combIned with more zealous trade practices surveillance, thereby elimInating any price collusIon, 

yield reduced mark-ups and hence reduced Input costs In all sectors. The result Is a comparatively 

large national incoma gain and a redistribution which favours non-capital factors. 

In Australia. the gainers from trade reform alone are the factors specHlc to the minIng sector. 

land rents and value added in agriculture are not greatly altered in real terms. When trade reform Is 

combined with more competitive manufacturing prIces, however, both agriculture and mining expand 

and their specific factors are rewarded. In Japan, our results for the case of pure trade reform are 

conventional. Agricultural value added and land rents diminish and agricultural imports expand 

substantially. The combined reform reverses this result, however. Increases in real aggregate 

demand due to cheaper Imports and home manufactures raise home value added in agriculture even 

while they further expand agricultural Imports. 

FOOTNOTES 

* This paper is a prelimInary product of a project entitled Imperfect Competition and Scale 
EconomIes in General Equilibrium: Trade and Industrial Policy in Four Archetype Westem Pacific 
EconomIes, funded in part by Australian Research Council Grant No.A7B931961. 

1. For surveys, see Markusen and Venables (19BB) and Richardson (1989). Recent contributions 
Include those by Oevarajan and Rodrik (1989 a,b). Norman (1990) and Brown (1991). 

2. The model is a substantially revised and extended version of that used by Gunasekera and Tyers 
(1990). 

3. Since the elasticities of substitution between home goods and Imports In final demand are 
generally greater than unity, this Implies. reasonably. that products are less substitutable as 
Intermediate inputs than In final demand. 

4. Analytical expressions for fi" for the case in which this assumption Is relaxed, are available on 
request from the authors. These lengthy expressions have not been used In the current version. 

5. As Table 2 suggests. the primary focus of this study Is on manufacturing. The dlsaggregatic,n of 
the very large services sectors. and the attribution to some subsectors of Imperfectly competitive 
behaviour, is the subject of further work in the same project 

6. The elastIcities of substitution In foreign markets are, for the purpose of this analysis, set equal to 
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those tn the home market. thus t1 = t1". 

7. The social accounting matrices for both countries are based on the boom period 1986-B7. The 
allocation of payments to capital between those at market rates of return and economic profits Is 
approximate. depending on the accuracy of estimates of the capital stock In each sector (see Tyers 
et al. 1992). 

B. To examine the breadth of the microeconomic reforms to which the Australian government Is 
committed would require the disaggregation of the services sector. These results apply only to 
pricing reforms In manufacturing. 

9. Communications with Ben Smith suggest this Is a crude simplification. In Australia. only a small 
part of any mInerai resource rent is captured publicly. At least part of the rest Is dissipated in 
exploration. 

10. A further crude slmpllficatfon whIch affects the real wage story Is our assumption that wage 
differentIals between Industries stem entirely from differences In the skU! mix. We have Ignored the 
capture of oligopoly rents by unionized labour. 

11. As Table 2 shows, we have assumed the local mInerai Industry receives no protection. Were this 
not true, home mineral prices could fall In real terms and t'1lparts would Increase. 

12. Considering the coarse disaggregation we have adopted, our approach Is crude at best It Is 
explained In full In Tyers et aI. (1992). 
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